Judson leads plans to welcome parents

TUESDAY afternoon the Judson All-Furor met for nearly three hours considering the appeal of 23 women students to have their punishments lifted.

Dr. Siemers, vice president of student affairs, told the women that the appeal would be released until the decision had been discussed with the Resident Assistants. The details of this plan were not worked out.

Suggestions for opening the discussion of Student's Senate issue thus allowing no hours, were discussed, but no decision was made.

It was the feeling of those present that rooms should be checked for damage, though there was no meeting of minds as to whether or not they be checked more often than once a month.

In light of the proposed changing of the rules, the Resident Assistants would be asked to confer with counselors or advisors instead of policemen.
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Subjectively Speaking

Race problems not here-yet

by Steven P. Johnson

The results of the questionnaire on women's hours were announced Tuesday by Steve Jarwan. The women, 466 in all, voted overwhelmingly in favor of abolishing the four-hour day for sophomores, juniors, seniors, and women over 21 years. A substantial majority supported 12-hour, weekday, and 13-hour weekend hours for freshmen women. The Senate's decision was met with derision by the administration of Winona State College. The administration makes a statement opposing the results of yesterday's election.

Nominations were accepted for the registrar, whose term as senator expires next year. These nominations were: Dr. Brinley, Mr. Milles, and Mr. Reidelberger (re-nominated).

We request that the administration establish a speaking program for all students with emphasis on individual improvement in a speed-speaking contest.
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Cudan issue

Johnson’s letter aids senator

To the Editor and Steven P. Johnson:

YOU ARE right, Mr. Johnson! That is the end of a political talk I might indeed have taken a different outlook. It is regrettable, but my ignorance of the Cuban situation is through the Wisconsin. So it’s understandable that I might not give a definite mathematical inconsistency, and call attention to it. It’s also understandable that I might have quirked questions at sources where it is often the case that the first letter is almost a formality (I U.W. had been as a fourth).

Regarding false assumptions, Mr. Johnson, I think that the seven years, when you claim that I know all about Cuba, is a gross understatement about the genuine lack of time to attend functions such as the talk on Cuba and the like, for me, are also understandable as a lack of interest in these large and complex things of both specific and general, that I would be ill-advised to comment on or to comment on an ignorance of our Cuban policies is small, and Castro is not absolutely essential (no one ever really was), I will gladly be informed.

State alumni are nominees for Teacher of Year

TEN PER CENT of the nominations for Minnesota Teacher of the Year are graduates of Winona State.

The three Winona State graduates who were nominated for the Teacher of the Year will be announced August 25 on the first day of the Minnesota State Fair.

McCarthy thanks WSC for Choice '68 support

To the Editor:

I AM WRITING to you in the hope that you will communicate any suggestions you have on your campus for our Choice '68 campaign.

Not only because my candidacy was favored in the ballot, but because I believe that the success of the campaign is due to the support of those who have worked on Choice '68. My candidacy is the result of my own efforts, and I am grateful. More significant is the fact that my candidacy is the result of the work of all those who have supported Choice '68, both on and off the campus.

WSC requests buildings; cost nears $6 million

WINONA STATE COLLEGE recently requested three additional buildings for the Legislative Building Commission.

In presenting the building program, President DuFresne noted that the college "is a large educational institution and one of the largest of the 25 four-year colleges in the state. We feel very keenly our responsibility to the citizens of Minnesota and the country. Our program is based on the needs of our students and their families. We know that the members of the commission feel the same way, and that we are prepared to fulfill our responsibilities to the students and their families."

The proposed projects include:

1. A new classroom building for the Division of History and Mathematics, estimated to cost $1,000,000.
2. A new residence hall, estimated to cost $2,000,000.
3. A new library, estimated to cost $1,000,000.

Further action is pending on building plans for residence halls and an addition to Morse-Colby Hall.

News Notes

AL WORTHINGTON, pitcher for the Minnesota Twins, will be the key speaker at the third annual Victory banquet. His topic is "War and Religion," which concerns his religious experiences.

Worthington entered the major leagues in 1958 and since then has had two starts with the New York Giants. He has played for the Red Sox, White Sox and Reds before joining the Twins.

His first interest in religion was at a Billy Graham Crusade in San Francisco, in 1958 while he was pitching for the Giants.

Chairmen for the event are Don Bacon and Lynn Van Buskirk. Music will be provided by a local church, St. Paul Recreation Center.

Steve Joswick, WSC student Senator, was elected to the post of Vice President for legislative Relations on the Minnesota Student College Student Association Student Government. The first organizational meeting of the group met at 21 Cloud, this month.

The Minnesota State College Student Association (MSCSA) is an association of the student governments of all six of the Minnesota State Colleges formed for the exchange of ideas among the students and to serve as a liaison between the college and the Board of Regents.

The Association showed their concern for the poor condition of the college health system by voting unanimously for immediate action to be taken by the State College Board for the improvement of student health services.

Further action is pending on the various student housing and book store services.

Phi Delta Rho initiates pledges

Phi Delta Rho fraternity initiated their spring pledge class on May 2. The new brothers are: Steve Holster, Lee Sehorn, Lee Closner, Steve Briden, Chuck Heiser, Rick Miller, Al Steber, Randy Groenert and Tim Les.

Phi Delta Rho
State Side

Hitchcock sums up year's sports scene

by Greg Hitchcock

HOW HAS Winona State done this year in athletics? This question has been asked by many people. It is not that these people have not seen the events, it is just that many of the events have happened months ago. The best way to answer the question would be to ask Coach Martin this year and then you may answer the question yourself.

The team finished in second place in the NIC behind the University of Minnesota, but they did win the conference and the 3-3 mark for the year. The team played a total of 15 games and had a record of 9-6.

The team did an outstanding job this year and should be compared to the team in 1966-67. The team had an over-all record of 25-8. The team had a winning percentage of .789.
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